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Welcome
Welcome to the first issue of Teen in 2020! We start the
year with a look at the fascinating world of robots, and
find out about a very famous Australian actress. We go on
a trip around the world in search of new inventions and
technologies that are helping to reduce carbon emissions
and pollution. In Our Planet, we find out about the highest
places on Earth – mountains, in Being Human we explore
food and taste, then we go back in time to learn what the
Romans did in their spare time – all of this, plus fun activities
to support your learning. Have fun and learn loads!
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Glossary
interfaith: involving people of
different religions
harmony: (here) peace, balance
between people
preach: speak to persuade listeners
of a moral or religious point
acceptance: giving up a fight or
argument against something or
someone, finding peace in a situation
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Around the World

World
Interfaith*
Harmony*
Week
The first week in February is dedicated
to promoting dialogue between
religions. The General Assembly of
the United Nations launched Interfaith
Harmony Week in 2010 to promote
understanding between people with
different beliefs. Dialogue and understanding
are vital to creating a culture of peace. Getting
to know other people,
their traditions and beliefs,
increases our understanding
True or false?
and makes us more
accepting of others. The
1. World Interfaith Day is celebrated on
United Nations encourages
1 February.
religious leaders to preach*
2. The United Nations set up this
acceptance*, openness and
interfaith project in 2010.
peace. During Interfaith
3. Knowing more about each other helps
week, the same message is
us understand each other better.
heard in mosques, churches,
4. Throughout Interfaith Harmony Week,
synagogues, and temples –
the same prayers are said in mosques,
to remind us that we have
churches, synagogues and temples.
more in common than that
5. Religious differences can be a cause
which divides us.
of division around the world.

True

False

Answers are on page 15.

idioms; adjectives

Teen People

Margot Robbie has played some memorable characters in a wide range of films. In
her next movie, to be released in 2020, she stars as Barbie in the film of the same
name. Let’s find out more about this talented actress and film producer.

Robbie

Passport
Name: Margot
Family Name: Robbie
Place and Date of Birth: 2 July 1990, Dalby,
Australia
Profession: actor and film producer

Beginnings

Margot grew up with her physiotherapist*
mother, two brothers and a sister. She
describes her childhood as joyful. She decided
she wanted to be an actor when she was 15.
A few years later, she moved to Melbourne
where she got a role in a famous Australian
soap opera. This was a great job, but Margot
didn’t want to stop there. She had her sights
set on* Hollywood. “Everyone kept telling
me I’d never make it* in Hollywood, but that
just made me more determined to do it!”
she says. Margot worked hard, studied film,
and learned how to speak with a convincing
American accent, all so that she could take
the next step to Hollywood.

Love Your Job

In 2011, Margot got her first break* in
Los Angeles when she joined the Charlie’s
Angels television series. In 2013, she starred
opposite Leonardo di Caprio in The Wolf of
Wall Street, directed by Martin Scorsese. This
role won her a number of acting awards and
made her famous around the world. Around
the same time, she and her British husband
set up a film production company, LuckyChap
Entertainment. Then in 2016, she played Jane
in the film The Legend of Tarzan, and was
in the DCEU (DC Comics Extended Universe)
film, Suicide Squad, and as if that wasn’t
enough, she was chosen as the new face of
Chanel. In 2018, she played Queen Elizabeth
I in Mary Queen of Scots, and had to learn
to speak with an English accent. She was
nominated for a BAFTA* for that film.

Women In Film

“I founded my own production company in
part because I didn’t like the female roles
I was being offered,” Margot says, “There
were hardly any interesting female characters
in the film scripts I was seeing, the best
developed characters were almost always
male. I found this incredibly frustrating*.”
So, Margot found her own solution. She
produced films with complex female
characters, which she also acted in. I, Tonya is
a perfect example. The film is a dark comedy

Margot

Distinguishing marks: one of the 100 most
influential people on the planet

about Tonya Harding, played by Robbie, a
notorious* ice skater accused of plotting to
attack one of her rivals.

we make.” She admits that she likes sleeping,
and would sleep for 14 hours in a row* if she
could, but often has to wake up at dawn.

The Realities of Acting

Interesting Facts

According to Margot, film sets are not very
glamorous*, they’re more like building sites.
“People think that actors work in amazing
locations and wear gorgeous clothes all the
time,” she says, “but when you are on set it’s
not like that at all. Ninety-eight per cent of
the time we wander around in the dust. It’s
only in the remaining two per cent that we
put on the make up and elegant clothes, and
actually act.” Margot isn’t interested in the
stereotype lifestyle of the rich and famous.
She enjoys the hard work involved in film
production. “I love acting, but the first time
I found myself on set*, I was fascinated by
the work of the whole team, I kept on going
round asking them questions. I love every
part of film making.”

Margot at Home

Margot married Tom Ackerley, a British
assistant director, who she often works with.
They have a dog that they both love. Margot
says that having a dog has made her less
selfish because she has to think about the
needs of someone other than herself. When
someone asks her if she wants children, she
gets annoyed. “I’m surprised how much
pressure there still is on women to have
children. I think we should have the freedom
to decide whether to have them or not, and
to not have people judging us for the choices

Margot Robbie loves ice hockey and is a big fan
of the New York Rangers. She is into sport and
had to learn figure skating for the film I, Tonya,
but, as an Australian, her first love was surfing.
She knows Prince Harry of the British Royal
family, who she met at a party, embarrassingly
mistaking him for singer Ed Sheeran! The two
became friends in spite of that. She is excited
about playing Barbie in her next film. “Barbie
has been in the lives of generations of children.
Playing with Barbie is a great way for children
to develop their imaginations and improve
their communication skills.” We look forward
to seeing what she makes of Barbie when the
film is released next year.

Glossary
physiotherapist: health
specialist who helps you to
move better after injury or
illness
have your sights set on
(something): (idiom) what
you want to achieve, your goal
make it: (here, idiom) be a
success
got her first break: (idiom)
got her first good job
BAFTA: British Academy of

Film and Television Arts
frustrating: (here) feeling
unhappy because you can’t do
what you want
notorious: famous for bad
reasons
glamorous: beautiful, smart
and fashionable
on set: the physical place
where films are made
in a row: a line of things
(without a break between)
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Our Planet

language of geography; adjectives

Mountains

Mountains may seem solid and unmovable, but are really a sign of how
dynamic our planet is. Mountains are seen as a challenge to be conquered
by climbers, a place of sport, danger, majesty and the sacred, depending on
your point of view. Let’s go up into the mountains to find out more.

Volcanic Mountains

Mountains are made in several different
ways. One is through volcanic activity. This
is when the hot, molten* layers of rock
beneath the surface of the Earth move up
towards us. Sometimes the molten rock,
or lava*, breaks through with a dramatic
volcanic eruption* – this is what scientists
believe our planet was like for millions of
years while it was forming. Other times,
the pressure of the molten rock pushes
part of the Earth’s crust* up to form
mountains or mountains ranges without
an eruption. Some of these are on land,
some are under the surface of our oceans.

The Earth Is Moving

The idea that the earth is covered in
a moving mosaic of tectonic plates* is
relatively recent. Only in the last 100 years
have we understood how the land that
looks so solid is actually moving beneath
us. Sure, this is tiny movements over
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thousands of years, but it has powerful
effects which include earthquakes and
the creation of deep valleys, as well as
mountains. Plates can also push together
in various ways to create mountain ranges.

Life in the Mountains

Very few humans live up in the mountains
– in fact, 90% of us live at or only slightly
above sea level, while only a tenth live
at high altitude*. Life is not easy in the
mountains. The air temperature is cold,
there is less oxygen in the air, and the
number of plants that can survive these
conditions is relatively small. But some
humans have adapted to the lower
oxygen levels. The people of Tibet in
the Himalayas, and the Andes in South
America, are well known examples of
how human physiology has adapted to
living at extremely high altitudes. In the
lesser-known Ethiopian Highlands, people
live at over 3000 metres above sea level.

All of these mountain people have evolved
higher haemoglobin* levels in their blood,
which helps them use the available oxygen
more efficiently than people who live in
the lowlands. In fact, lowland people can
become very ill in these conditions.

The Wonder of the Mountains

Life in the mountains has many benefits
apart from the difficulties. The views are
breath-taking, for a start. With no light
pollution you will suddenly realise how
many stars are really visible to the naked
eye. You will experience the earth as
wilderness and get a different perspective
on life. You might go with a specialist
guide to find mountain wildlife, such as
wild cats, bears and wolves, or simply
breath in the clean, clear air. If you love
skiing, snowboarding or hiking, then the
mountains are the place to be in winter and
summer. You can even explore glaciers, if
you have the right equipment.

One of the first signs that our planet is
warming came from glaciers. Glaciers
are rivers of ice that form in the coldest
parts of our planet, including mountains.
Glaciers take centuries to grow, but
as our planet warms, they are melting
fast. This is putting at risk the supply
of fresh drinking water for millions of
people across the planet. Melting glaciers
are another reason why governments,
corporations and individuals are working
to reduce global warming.

Sacred* Mountain

Some mountains, such as Everest in the
Himalayas, Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, or
Mount Fuji in Japan are familiar to us from
photographs even if we’ve not visited them.
We’ve given mountains and mountain ranges

Do you know where the biggest
mountain is in our solar system?
It’s Olympus Mons on the planet of
Mars. This mountain is 22 km high,
which makes it two and a half times
bigger than our biggest mountain –
Mount Everest.

names – the Alps and the Dolomites in
Europe, the Blue Mountains of Australia, or
the Appalachians in North America, and the
Andes in South America. These names carry
stories and legends with them, and the most
challenging mountains are associated with
the names of climbers who conquered them.
Mountains are seen as holy* places in many
cultures. In the Christian Bible, Noah built
a huge boat, called the Ark, to escape a

Match the first and second half of each
sentence.
A.

If you are not used to the low oxygen levels at high altitude,

B.

If you gaze into the night sky in the mountains,

C.

If you haven’t visited Mount Fuji,

D.

If you want to see special mountain wildlife,

E.

If you have the correct equipment,

F.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

If you visit Mount Kailash,
you will see thousands and thousands of stars, as well as the Milky Way.
go with a guide.
you will probably recognise it from photographs.
you’ll see one of the most sacred places on Earth.
you could become very ill.
you can explore mountain glaciers.

Write five adjectives from the article
to describe mountains.
1. ....................................................................... 4. .......................................................................
2. ....................................................................... 5. .......................................................................
3. .......................................................................

Answers are on page 15.

terrible flood. The Ark was said to have come
to rest on Mount Ararat in Eastern Turkey.
Mount Ararat is also the national symbol of
Armenia and is seen as sacred by Armenians.
There is a tradition for holy men and women
to spend time alone in the mountains to
gain wisdom. Old Testament prophet, Moses,
went up into the mountains and came back
down with the Ten Commandments*. The
gods of the Ancient Greeks lived on Mount
Olympus, and for other cultures, such as Japan
and Korea, the mountains are the home of
spirits who they see as protective. The holiest
mountain in the world is Mount Kailash in
the Himalayas. This mountain is sacred and a
place of pilgrimage in Buddhism, Jainism and
Hinduism – although you will have to look
from afar because the mountain is too sacred
for anyone to climb it.

Mountains Give Us Life

It is hardly surprising that mountains are so
revered*. Mountains are huge, of course, but
they also provide drinking water for millions
and millions of people around the world. Up
in the mountains rain falls as snow. Over time
some of that snow gets compacted into great
rivers of ice, called glaciers. When the snow
and ice melts to liquid water in the spring
and summer, it flows into streams and rivers,
providing water for agriculture and to drink.
In fact 80% of global fresh water comes from
the mountains.

Glossary
molten: melted, not solid
(due to high heat)
lava: (here) moving rivers of
very hot rock
eruption: explosion
(volcano)
crust: surface (of the Earth
or a loaf of bread)
tectonic plates: The
Earth’s surface is divided
into seven main and several
smaller areas called tectonic
plates. These move and hit
each other or pull apart,
over a long period of time.

high altitude: thousands
of metres above sea level
haemoglobin: protein in
the blood that takes oxygen
to tissues (gives blood its
red colour)
sacred: with special
religious meaning
holy: connected with god,
divine
Ten Commandments: ten
fundamental laws given by
the Biblical God to Moses
revered: looked at with
great respect and admiration
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Report

Once upon a time, robots
only existed in stories, now
they are everywhere and
are making many aspects of
our lives easier. But should
we be worried? What if the
robots take over*?
The Science of Robots

Advances* in Robot technology are being
driven by both industry and science.
Businesses are always looking for ways to
do things more efficiently and cheaply,
and science is expanding how we think of
robots, taking us in exciting new directions.
Where did the first robots come from? The
word comes from the Czech robota, which
means forced labour*. It was introduced
to the public by Czech writer Karel Capek,
but he said it was his brother Josef, an
artist and writer, who invented the word
– according to* Karel. The word robotics
was first used in a short story in 1942
(Runaround), by science fiction writer, Isaac
Asimov. Asimov was born in Russia in 1920,
later moving to the US. He was interested
in the moral and legal implications of using
robots.
In Runaround, Asimov developed three
basic rules, known as the 3 Laws of
Robotics. The first law states that a
robot may not harm a human being. The
second states that a robot must obey the
instructions of humans, unless it conflicts*
with the first law. The third law says that a
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Our Robotic Life
robot must protect its own existence, unless
it conflicts with the first and second laws.
According to Asimov, robots must remain
subservient* to humans.

Science Fiction, Science Fact

Do today’s robots follow Asimov’s rules?
Is the use of robots always as ethical
and respecting of human life as Asimov
said it should be? Could robots one day
become as or more intelligent than us?
Could they stop being our servants and
become our masters, as some science
fiction films have explored? We don’t yet
know the answers to these questions. So,
let’s look at what’s happening now to

see if that can help us see into the future.
Today’s robots are designed to make life
easier. They do the kind of repetitive, boring
jobs you might find in the car industry and
other assembly lines*. They can be used
to move things around, to select and pack
goods for despatch, to assemble products,
and for welding*. Robots improve efficiency
and productivity, and can work 24 hours a
day without negative consequences.

Humanoid Robotics

As the name suggests, humanoid robots
resemble humans. Some humanoid robots
have artificial intelligence allowing them to
make a limited number of decisions, and act

passive constructions; joining words, and subclauses; multi-word verbs

independently of direct control. Humanoid
robots are already being used in industry,
and new models are being designed for
use in the home, to carry out research, as
well as for search and rescue operations.
A particularly famous humanoid robot
is called Asimo. This advanced robot was
developed by Honda. It can recognise
moving objects, copy human movement,
and respond to words and faces.

Domestic Robots

Domestic robots can help us with
mundane* tasks around the home. For
example, there are robot vacuum cleaners
and even robot chefs. In future, we might
be able to programme these chefs to cook
the perfect quantity of food with the right

balance of carbohydrates, proteins and fresh
ingredients, such as vegetables and fruit,
and so on. We will have all the convenience
of a take away or ready meal, while using
the ingredients we choose.
You can buy robotic lawnmowers and
window cleaners, and there are smart
home sensors which manage and protect
your home remotely. They’re a bit like a
robot house sitter! Other robots have been
designed to help people with ill health
or with reduced mobility. Robots, such as
Romeo, can open doors, go up steps, and
pick things from a table for you.

Medical Robots

The Da Vinci robot has been used by
surgeons since 1999. Da Vinci is a pair of

If you like the idea of owning a robot, then
Pepper might be what you are looking for.
Developed in Japan, this semi-humanoid robot
is the first in the world to recognise human
emotions. Pepper is sociable, can hold short
conversations, give directions and even dance!

If you like animals, then you’ll love Paro. Paro is an advanced, interactive
robot in the form of a baby seal*. It has been developed to help hospital
patients, as well as people with dementia, by providing comfort and
reassurance. When you stroke it, its tail moves, it can open and close
its eyes and even looks for visual contact with people. This makes him
irresistible, and helps to lower stress, pain and anxiety.

How can we use robots? Fill in the table below.
Industrial uses

Domestic uses

Medical uses

Other

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

............................

What is your ideal robot? What would you use it for?
………………………………………………………………………….................................................................
………………………………………………………………………….................................................................
………………………………………………………………………….................................................................

Answers are on page 15.

robotic arms which are operated at a
distance. They can make incredibly precise
movements, and can therefore carry out
much less invasive* operations. Doctors
are also using remote sensor robots to see
inside patients. They can see all the details
without the need for exploratory* surgery.
Human health is certainly benefitting from
robotics.
Robots are also used with people who have
difficulty interacting with or understanding
others, such as people with a diagnosis
of autism. Working with a robot can help
improve interpersonal skills, particularly
for children, who are more responsive to
robots than adults are. In turn, this can
help the young person integrate better at
school.

What do you think?
Are robots a good thing or
a bad thing?
Glossary
advances: improvements,
progress
forced labour: making
someone work due to fear or
to pay a debt
according to: (here) in the
words of
conflicts: is in opposition
subservient: be less
powerful, obedient
assembly lines: people/
robots who put together
a car, washing machine,

computer etc.
welding: joining two pieces
of metal together (using a
high heat)
mundane: not interesting,
ordinary
invasive: (here) making a
large cut in a body to see
inside it or do surgery
exploratory: (adjective) to do
with exploration, investigate
seal: marine mammal (lives in
mainly cold waters)
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Being Human

neutral ‘us’; food idioms; language of food and human biology

The Taste of Food

Taste

Taste is built in to us, in fact, we experience
taste through sophisticated ‘taste buds’*
located* on the tongue and other places
inside the mouth. Being able to taste
food helps keep us safe from poison or
harmful rotten* foods, and in addition
taste, or flavour, encourages us to eat more
energy-giving foods that we need to keep
us moving around. There are five tastes –
sweet, salty, bitter*, sour* and savoury*,
which is known by the Japanese term
umami. The Japanese have always valued
savouriness. They were ahead of Western
Europeans and North Americans who until
recently thought there were only four tastes.

There are as many ways to prepare food as there are cultures
and societies around the world. Recipes and combinations of
ingredients are often traditional and shaped by the geography
and climate of the place they originate. They are also attached to
cultures, and when people from different cultural backgrounds
move around the planet, you get fusion food – the meeting of
different flavours and cooking techniques that create something
new. So, what do we know about humans and the taste of food?

Sweetness

Sweet flavours indicate a high sugar or high
carbohydrate food. This was a crucial food
area when we were hunter gatherers* and
nomads especially, and in fact at any time
before most of us had supermarkets and
a constant supply of food – our ancestors
often didn’t know where the next meal
would come from so they needed to find
something that would give them energy fast.
That biological need for high-energy foods
that are easy to digest has stayed with us, of
course. This is why so many of us love sweets,
sweet drinks, sweetened chocolate, cakes
and various forms of refined* carbohydrates,
such as pasta, white rice and bread. That
desire for sweetness makes sense from
the point of view of our evolution, but in
the age of sugar and food abundance, we
are seeing a tension between our natural
tendencies and our culture – there’s a
Saltiness
massive rise in health problems related to
Salt is vital to the way our bodies work, and
eating sugar and refined carbs* across the
without salt our food can taste bland and
developed world.
the flavours become flat. Put too much salt
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in your food though and it tastes disgusting!
This is our body telling us that too much
salt is dangerous and can damage organs
such as the kidneys. We need just enough.

have to take it into us through our food. You
may know that salt has been an important
Did you know that spicy*
part of human trade since ancient times, and
flavours like chilli and paprika
that Roman soldiers were often paid in salt.
are not picked up by our taste
We get our word salary from that, and still
buds? That is why they are not
say that someone is ‘worth their salt’*!
known as a flavour. Instead
Adults have about 200g of salt in their
spices are picked up by nerves
bodies. Salt is important in cell function,
which transmit signals to the
in the contraction of muscles, especially
brain when we eat them.
the heart, and is a vital part of how our
body communicates with our brain. Salt is
naturally present in vegetables, beans and
grains, as well as meat, dairy and shellfish.
Unfortunately, we can also over-ride* our
salt instincts. Over time we can become used Large quantities of salt are often ‘hidden’
in processed* foods – which is something
to salt flavours and that risks us taking too
to be careful of. But if you eat a healthy,
much salt into our diet which can lead to
mostly home-cooked diet with lots of fresh
health problems over time.
ingredients, you probably you don’t need to
Salt is an essential part of our metabolism,
though. We cannot produce it ourselves – we worry too much about salt.

			

Match them up!

Complete the sentences, then find the meaning of these food idioms.
1.

My brother eats cakes and biscuits every day.

2.

We gave him a job, but he wasn’t very good. After two weeks, we asked him to leave.

3.

I told her my news and said it was a secret, but

4.

They said I might become famous, but I think they are exaggerating.

5.

They invited me to dance class, but I said no.

6.

She wants a really good car, but doesn’t want to pay much for it. I told her

A. It’s not my cup of tea.
B.She spilled the beans, and now
everyone knows!
C. You can’t have your cake and eat it.
D. He really didn’t cut the mustard.
E. I’ve taken what they said with a pinch
of salt.
F. He has a very sweet tooth.

iii. He likes eating sugary food.
iv. She didn’t keep my secret.
ii. He wasn’t good enough.
i. I didn’t believe what they said because
I thought it wasn’t likely to be true.
vi. I don’t enjoy that kind of thing.
v. You can’t have both things at the same
time.

What are your favourite flavours and tastes? Do you prefer sweet, or savoury?
Do you like spicy food? What about bitter or sour flavours?

.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................

Answers are on page 15.

Umami

Umami, as a separate food taste, was
discovered by a Japanese chemist called
Kukunai Ikeda in 1908. Umami can be
translated in English as “a pleasant savoury
taste”. Umami balances out the mixture
of flavours in a dish, providing a kind of
foundation to the range of flavours in
what you are eating. It is more difficult to
understand as a flavour than perhaps salt and
sweet, sour and bitter, which is probably why
it took so long to identify it. To help, there
is umami flavour in broth (liquid made from
boiling meat or fish bones, or vegetables),
fish and fish sauces, gravy, soup, cheeses,
soy sauce, mushrooms and tomatoes, as
well as breast milk. Scientists have argued
about why we have umami because unlike
the other tastes doesn’t seem to have an
obvious purpose. We need salt for our bodies
to work, and sweet flavours indicate that a
food is a source of energy. Sour and bitter
flavours are signs for us to be careful or even
avoid certain foods because they might be
poisonous or have gone off – bacteria, for
example, have a sour flavour – but umami? It
turns out that umami has a simple job to do
– it helps stimulate our appetite because it
makes food taste delicious!

Glossary
taste buds: group of cells
in your mouth and on the
tongue, that allow you to
experience different tastes
located: placed, situated
rotten: bad, decaying (e.g.
apple that has gone brown)
bitter: flavour of dark coffee,
unsweetened dark chocolate
sour: lemons and old milk
have a sour flavour
savoury: not sweet or sour,
(the flavour of meat, or soy
sauce)
hunter gatherers: human
culture that looks for food to

eat, e.g. fruit, and hunts
refined carbohydrates:
e.g. white flour, white rice,
white sugar
carbs: (informal)
carbohydrates
over-ride: ignore, refuse
to accept
worth (their/his/her/
your/my) salt: (idiom) do a
good job
processed: food that you
buy already prepared
spicy: hot (food); chilli
peppers and black pepper
are spicy
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Around the World
Life on Earth as we know it is under
threat*. Our way of life is creating
pollution and we are using up natural
resources faster than we can replace*
them. But there is plenty of good news if
you look for it. Scientists and innovators
are developing new ways to help us and
our planet. Let’s find out more!

Saving the World,
One Invention at a Time
The Smog*-Free Tower

This “pollution hoover” is the invention of
Dutch artist and thinker Daan Roosegaarde.
Working with an engineer, Daan
Roosegaarde developed a tower that cleans
the air around it. It is seven metres tall,
and was built using sustainable methods
and materials. It uses special technology
to collect dust, gas and biological particles
from the air. It can clean up to 30,000
square metres of polluted air in an hour.
The artist has also created a number of
gadgets to promote* his smog-free tower:
the smog ring – a ring made of compressed*
smog particles, and the smog-free bicycle
which sucks in polluted air, cleans it, and
releases it as clean air around the cyclist.

Making Best Use of Water

Holland is the birthplace of another useful
innovation. It’s the Groasis Growboxx
– a system that allows plants and trees
to grow even in the desert. The Groasis
Growboxx is a super smart design based
on solutions found in nature. It is made of
recycled card, and protects young plants
and seedlings, and collects condensation,
which it slowly feeds to the plant to keep
it alive and watered. How much water is
needed for this to work? Very little! In fact
this system requires only 10% of the water
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used in conventional agriculture. It has
already been used in a number of extreme
environments around the world to help
reforestation and regreening* projects,
from Spain to Texas and even Dubai.
A German engineer, Peter Trautwein, has
come up with a clever way of collecting
precious water resources in dry places. It’s
called Cloudfisher. This is a 3D mesh which
works a bit like a spider’s web, trapping*

droplets* of fog and mist*, which run
into a channel below the net. The water is
collected for drinking or used in agriculture.
It has been successfully tested in the dry
Atlas mountains of Morocco, and can
withstand strong winds. Cloudfisher has
won a UN innovation award and has helped
free up the time of women and children
in the area so that they can complete their
education.

contrast simple past and present perfect; forms of ‘ing’

Green Cash Machine

Did you ever think you could be
paid to recycle your old mobile
phone? Well, that’s what’s
happening in the US. All you have to
do is find an “EcoATM”, post your
your old mobile phone, tablet or
MP3 player into it, and the machine
will pay you. It’s a win, win*!

At the Supermarket

We currently waste huge amounts of food
along the entire food production chain.
Stopping this waste is a good way to reduce
carbon emissions*, as well as reducing the
area needed for agriculture, and ensuring
there is enough food for everyone. Italian
company, Demetra, has developed an edible
coating* for fruit and vegetables. It is made
from a completely natural plant extract and
helps keep the produce fresher for longer.
Supermarkets not only have a problem with
food waste, they are also a huge source of
plastic packaging*. Many supermarket chains
are now trying to change the way they sell
things to us, and trying to significantly reduce
their use of plastic. For example, Dutch
chain Albert Heijn is selling more fruit and
vegetable loose, keeping them fresh with a
fine water mist, or even storing them in earth.

Natural Fuel

Use by +ing to describe a process
1. biomethane; digest; agricultural and food waste

………………………………………….……………………………….......................................................
2. greenhouse gases; warm Earth’s climate; trap; heat from sun inside atmosphere

………………………………………….……………………………….......................................................
3. Waitrose; reduce carbon emissions; biomethane; lorries

………………………………………….……………………………….......................................................
4. supermarkets; reduce plastic packaging; experiment; selling fruit and vegetables

………………………………………….……………………………….......................................................
5. smog-free tower; cleans air; collect gas, dust and biological particles

………………………………………….……………………………….......................................................
6. Cloudfisher; drinking water; collect fog droplets.

………………………………………….……………………………….......................................................

Answer.
Which of the innovations above surprised you the most?
Why? ....................................................................................................................................
………………………………………….……………………………….............................................................

Answers are on page 15.

Fossil fuels are causing big changes in our
atmosphere. When we burn them to drive our
cars, lorries, trains and planes, or to heat our
homes or make electricity, we release large
amounts of carbon dioxide and other forms
of pollution. This acts as a ‘greenhouse gas’
by keeping the heat of the sun inside our
atmosphere. This is causing the surface of the
earth to heat up. Renewable natural gas or
biomethane is a great alternative*.
Biomethane is made by ‘digesting’ agricultural
and food waste. It is a fairly new technology,
but it is already being used commercially.
British supermarket chain, Waitrose, has
a fleet* of over 50 advanced biomethane
delivery trucks*. The company says these cut
emissions of CO2 by 80% helping to reduce
the carbon footprint of the food we eat.

Glossary
threat: danger
smog: thick air pollution
compressed: push particles very
close together (here to create a solid)
re-greening: lants trees and other
plants in deserts or other ‘brown’ land
trapping: catching, capturing
droplets: tiny amounts (of liquid)
mist: a light fog
emissions: gases given off in
industrial processes, eg by petrol cars
coating: cover
packaging: plastic, cardboard, glass

etc that protects food
and medicine
alternative: option,
another way of doing
something
fleet: group of
vehicles owned by one
company
trucks: lorries
it’s a win win
(situation): (idiom)
when both sides gain
something
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Culture and Society

adverbs

The Roman Empire
changed every country and
every culture it touched.
Our calendar, and many
European languages were
gifts of the Roman Empire.
We see their legacy in our
roads, and in the layouts of
many cities in Europe and
north Africa. But that’s not
all the Romans left us*...
Let’s find out more!

Hobbies of the Ancients
Our ancestors worked hard, but they also
liked to have time off. There are 365 days
in a year and the Romans had feasts and
celebrations on 182 of those days. That’s
more than half the year! How did these
ancient people spend their free time? Well,
we know they were sociable, and enjoyed
comedy. They liked going to the theatre and
dinner parties, playing games of chance*
and watching exciting sports – just like many
of us do today!

The Spa

Wellbeing centres, or spas, have become
fashionable again. Spending time at a spa
is relaxing and is proven to be good for our
health, but the Romans already knew that
over two thousand years ago! In fact, the
word spa comes from the Latin phrase ‘salus
per aquam’, which means ‘health through
water’. From the second century BCE, the
Romans built ‘baths’ or spas next to natural
hot springs and fresh water springs that
had health-giving* properties. Roman baths
consisted of* several rooms, maintained at
different temperatures, and plunge pools*
that were hot, warm or cold. Some of these
baths still exist today, either in ruins* or
incorporated* into modern baths. One of
the best examples is in the English city of
Bath – you can probably imagine how this
town got its name! The town has been
famous for its spa for centuries and people
still go there today for water therapy. There
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are other amazing baths in Rome, built by
Emperors Caracalla and Diocletian, and in
Pompeii. In Roman times, you could visit
the baths even if you were quite poor, as
they were not expensive to use. Today’s
spas can be pretty expensive, however.

Dinner Parties

The Romans loved eating together. The
richest Romans would dine in special rooms
called cenatio. Even poor Romans would
invite friends and family to eat with them.

Dinner parties and banquets were great for
catching up on* news, exchanging opinions,
and spending time eating and drinking
together. Naturally, the amount and type of
food and the number of guests depended
on the social status and wealth of the host.
Inviting friends and family to your house
to eat, arranging to meet in a pizzeria or
restaurant, or celebrating a wedding with a
meal, are still popular today. It’s nice to think
of our ancestors enjoying themselves in the
same way as us!

use cards to play a game that is essentially
the same as it was two thousand years
ago! Blackjack is still as popular in the
Internet age where you can play online.
Gambling* was banned for a long time
in the UK. During the nineteenth century,
in particular, it was seen as addictive and
damaging if it got out of control. The rules
on gambling have been relaxed in modern
Britain, and this ancient pastime is as
popular as ever, but gambling can and does
cause serious social and personal problems.

Racing

The Romans loved chariot races* almost
more than anything. You can still see the
remains of the huge ‘circuses’ where these
races took place throughout the old Roman
Empire. We don’t have chariot races today,
of course, but we do have Formula 1, which
is surely the modern equivalent. Formula
1 is one of the richest sports in the world,
and is popular throughout the old Roman
Empire, and beyond. Chariot racing or
motor racing are all about speed. It’s an
exhilarating* and exciting sport, and can
be dangerous. If you watch the crowds at a
Formula 1 race, you can easily imagine the
same excitement and anticipation on the
faces at Roman circuses eagerly waiting for
their team or favourite driver to win!

Games

The Romans were particularly fond of
playing games based on chance, such as
dice*, and placed bets* on which numbers
would come up. Do you know the card
game ‘Blackjack’? It would appear that this

game was invented by the Ancient Romans.
The game was originally played using
wooden blocks with numbers written on
them. Today, it has developed into one of
the most popular games in casinos. Players
sit at a table covered in green felt, and

Choose the correct word for each gap.
• particularly • surely • eagerly • essentially • dramatically • naturally
1. The Ferrari was in first place in the Malaysian Grand Prix, until it
was .............................................. overtaken on the last lap by Maclaren.
2. The public loved the last Star Wars film, and is ..............................................
waiting for news of the next one.
3. While there are differences in pronunciation and some words have
different meanings, English and American English 			
are .............................................. the same.
4. My friends Oli, Abby and Patrick asked if we wanted to find out more
about the exchange programme. .............................................. , we said yes.
5. If you like watching TV series and film, then you .............................................
can’t find theatre boring.
6. The Romans loved big sporting events, .............................................. chariot
races, where they could support their favourite driver.

Answers are on page 15.

The Ancient Romans were fans of
the theatre and built many theatres
throughout the Empire. The ruins of
these Roman buildings are stunning,
and some are still used to this day. In
the UK, the theatre, and especially
musical theatre, are enjoyed by millions
of people. London’s West End is the
centre of musical theatre in the UK,
and there are many successful regional
theatres featuring comedy, traditional
theatre, pantomime, and other types of
performance.

Glossary
left us: given us (after they
have gone)
games of chance: games
based on luck and/or
probability
health-giving: that are good
for you
consisted of: were made
from
plunge pools: small pools of
water you can jump/climb into
incorporated: became part
of, included in something
bigger
ruins: what is left of ancient
or old buildings

catching up on: finding out
about (the latest news)
dice: cubes with numbers 1
to 6 on
bets: money you place on
the future result of a game
or match
gambling: putting money/
bets on games, races etc, in
the hope of winning more
than you put down
chariot races: (in ancient
times) race between horses
pulling a person on a twowheeled vehicle
exhilarating: exciting
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Playstation

Have you
read the
article about
Margot
Robbie?

Then find the correct name from
the text.

1. The production company set up by Margot Robbie and
her British husband. .........................................................
2. The female figure skater who was the subject of a film by
Margot Robbie. .........................................................
3. Margot plays the character of Jane in this
		film. .........................................................
4. Margot was the face of this
		brand. .........................................................
5. Margot and this person met at a
		party. .........................................................
6. Margot starred opposite this actor in The Wolf of Wall

Street. .........................................................
7. The name of Margot’s new film as producer and
		actor. .........................................................
8. Margot thought she had met this man, but in fact it was
someone else! .........................................................
9. Margot’s favourite ice hockey
		team. .........................................................
10. Margot’s husband. .........................................................

Solve the anagrams from the
report on robots.
I E L E N C E I

Y A S M B L S E

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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I E L N

S C C T C I

7.
8.

I D N U H M A O
A I A F I R T L

N E V R I A I C T E T

6.

C I R S O O T B
I E N O N E F I

		

I C H

L G N T

9.
10.

V O M I

S A

H I C A E T L
D I N A V I C
P E E P R P

Match.

i.

Machine which pays you to recycle your old electronic
devices

Smog-free

A. Germany

2.

EcoATM

B. USA

ii. 3D mesh which traps fog droplets to collect drinking
water

3.

Groasis Waterboxx

4.

CloudFisher

C. The
Netherlands

iii Supermarket chain which uses lorries that run on
biomethane

5.

Demetra

D. England

6.

Albert Heijn

iv. Seven metre tower which sucks in dirty, polluted air and
releases clean air

7.

Waitrose

1.

E. Italy

v. Supermarket chain which is experimenting with new
ways of selling fruit and vegetables without plastic
packaging
vi. System which makes it possible to grow trees and plants
even in the desert
vii. Company which has developed a natural coating for fruit
and vegetables, to give them a longer shelf life

Fill in the gaps in this
passage about food.
• flavours
• special recipes
• salt or umami
• sweet, salty, sour, bitter
• hippopotamus and bird meat
and umami
Food
We eat food to stay alive, but over many
thousands of years, and in every part of
the world, 1. ........................................ have
developed which combine different
ingredients. Our relationship with our
food starts with how it looks on the
plate or bowl, how it smells, whether
it is hot or cold, and its
2. ........................................ in our mouth.
That’s before we even think about what
our food tastes like.
There are five basic tastes. These are
picked up by complex groups of cells on
our tongue and at various places in our

• texture
• hot chilli pepper
• taste buds

• nerves
• Babies and young children

mouths.
The 3. ........................................ pick up
the different flavours and translate
them into signals, which they then send
to our brains. The five tastes are
4. ........................................ . Each recipe
will have one, or often more, of these
five tastes. Spicy foods, such as
5. ........................................ , are not really

children. 8. ........................................
need to test out different flavours and
textures ten or more times before they
will accept them. Of course, as you
grow older, you may come across, and
enjoy, new flavours and recipes from
different parts of the world. A typical
meal for many people in the world
will start with 9. ........................................
flavours, and often end with something
sweet, followed by a bitter coffee or tea.
And what’s the oldest recipe we know
of ? It’s an 8000-year-old recipe for
soup with 10. ........................................ .

6. ........................................ . Spiciness is in
fact picked up by 7. ..........................................
in our mouths, not our taste buds, and
sent as pain signals to our brains!
The kind of food we like is mostly
influenced by our experiences as

The answers are at the bottom of this page.

Answers
P 2 True or false. 1F, 2T, 3T, 4F, 5T. P 4-5 Match. Ae; Ba; Cc; Db; Ef; Fd Write five adjectives. Own answers. P 6-7 How can we use robots? Fill in the table below. Industrial uses: For mundane and repetitive jobs, Working 24 hours a day, Moving objects and goods, selecting
and packing goods, Assembly and welding - Domestic uses: Robotic hoover, Cleaning robot, Robot chef, Lawnmower robot, Robot ‘house sitter’, Robots that support independent living (e.g. if you have reduced mobility) - Medical uses: In surgery – for less invasive operations, and
operations ‘at a distance’ (using machines and not human hands), To help people to improve interpersonal skills, and those with learning difficulties, To comfort patients in hospital, and people with dementia, reducing anxiety, stress and pain - Other: Search and rescue robots, Companion
robots (Pepper). What is your ideal robot? What would you use it for? Own answers. P 8-9 Match them up!: 1F iii; 2D ii; 3B iv; 4E i; 5A vi; 6C v; Favourite flavours? Own answers. P 10-11 by +ing: (suggested answers) 1 Biomethane is made by digesting agricultural
and food waste; 2 Greenhouse gases warm the Earth’s climate by trapping the sun’s heat inside our atmosphere; 3 Waitrose is reducing its carbon emissions by using a fleet of lorries powered by biomethane; 4 Supermarkets are reducing the amount of plastic packaging they use by
experimenting with new ways of selling fruit and vegetable; 5 The smog-free tower cleans the air around it by collecting gas, dust and biological particles in the air; 6 Cloudfisher makes drinking water by collecting fog droplets. Answer. Own answers. P 12-13 Choose the correct word
for each gap. 1dramatically, 2 eagerly, 3 essentially, 4 naturally, 5 surely, 6 particularly. P 14-15 Have you read the article about Margot Robbie? Then find the correct name from the text. 1 LuckyChap Entertainment, 2 Tonya Harding, 3 The Legend of Tarzan, 4 Chanel,
5 Prince Harry, 6 Leonardo di Caprio, 7 Barbie, 8 Ed Sheeran, 9 New York Rangers, 10 Tom Ackerley. Solve the anagrams from the report on robots.1 assembly line, 2 robotics, 3 science fiction, 4 humanoid, 5 artificial intelligence, 6 interactive, 7 Asimov, 8 ethical, 9 Da Vinci,
10 Pepper. Match. 1-C-iv, 2-B-i, 3-C-vi, 4-A-ii, 5-E-vii, 6-C-v, 7-D-iii. Fill in the gaps in this passage about food. 1 special recipes; 2 texture; 3 taste buds; 4 sweet, salty, sour, bitter and umami; 5 hot chilli pepper; 6 flavours; 7 nerves; 8 Babies and young children; 9 salt or umami; 10
hippopotamus and bird meat.
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